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One in One Out

Quality Over Quantity

Accept Hand-Me-Downs

Selectively 

HOW TO DE-CLUTTER

1 For Each Item Ask Yourself:

Is this useful?
Do I use it regularly?
Do I already have something that achieves the same
purpose?
Would I buy it again?
Could I sell or donate it? Is it recyclable or garbage?
If useful. Does it have a dedicated spot in our home the
everyone knows about?

2 Donation Box - Have a donation box/basket to toss things as you
go about your day that you know need to be donated. When the box is
full donate the contents.

3 Set a Timer - Commit to 15-20 minutes of decluttering every other
day. Once you get to a comfortable level of organization, you can just
declutter as you go. 
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Repair and Mend

Avoid Multiples, 

Less is More
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4 Start Easy - Start in an area of the home that is easiest for you.
Kitchen, clothing, bathroom. It's different for everyone. Complete a
drawer or a shelf so you can feel a sense of accomplishment.  Once
you build confidence move on to more emotionally heavy decluttering.

5 Include Your Kids - Talk to them about what toys they don't play
with anymore and they could pass down to another kid. Be open to
what they choose even if you are disappointed.

6 Rotate Toys - Have a box in the closet. Put unused toys in the box
and if they aren't asked for in a couple of months, then donate box.

7 Right Amount of Things - Consider what the right amount of things
is for you (ex. 12 plates). Try a few less (ex. 8 plates) (see above
suggestion and store away excess items for a period of time to see if
they are missed). You might be surprised that less is often more.

8 A Place for Everything - When you look at any clutter in your home
note if you have a dedicated spot for it and if everyone in the home
knows that spot. 

9 Reward Yourself! A coffee? a bath? a podcast? What fills your cup
after decluttering. I can promise over time it becomes its own reward
but getting started sometimes needs rewarding.
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